Incursion: French Day with a Puppet Show

Weds 25th November will be a whole school French day with Puppet theatre Incursion and dress up. Come to school wearing casual clothes in *les Tricolores* – the French colours *bleu*, *blanc* and *rouge* or dress up as a character from Cinderella. All students will watch a 50 min French puppet show in the Junior School Hall.

Carrousel Theatre is a puppetry theatre company based in Melbourne. It originated in Paris and has been performing in Australia since 1998. The shows are especially crafted for school students learning a new language. The stories are based on original tales that we adapt for puppetry. We will be watching a performance of the French fairytale *Cendrillon* (with some translation into English).

Cinderella lives with her stepmother, Mrs Dragon and her stepsister Pearl. Both never miss an occasion to give her lots of work and sorrow. Cinderella is very unhappy until one day, with the help of her friend, Izidor the monkey she meets Prince Baltazar. The prince is giving a ball in order to choose a wife. But how could Cinderella possibly attend with so much work to do and without a proper dress? With a little help from her fairy-god mother Cinderella will succeed in meeting the prince again, but only on one condition: she has to be back before midnight...

Science Incursions:

As part of Term 4’s Inquiry unit, the Junior School will take part in the following incursions:

1. Hands On Science- Solids and Liquids

   **Solids and Liquids**

   Students will investigate how a change of state between solid and liquid can be caused by adding or removing heat.

2. Mad about science- Chemistry Chaos and Come to your Senses.

   **Chemistry Chaos**

   Colour changes, smoke, fizz and foam! Everything in our world is made up of chemicals. Students will explore chemical reactions, physical changes and more.

   **Come to your Senses!**

   The five senses are given a workout in this engaging session. They are tested, tricked and more. Get ready for a sensory overload!